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ABSTRACT

Hypersonic boundary layer transition data obtained on the windward centerline

of the Shuttle orbiter during entry for the first five flights are presented and

analyzed. Because the orbiter surface is composed of a large number of thermal

protection tiles, the transition data include the effects of distribute@, roughness

arising from tile misalig_ment and gaps. These data are used as a benchmark for

assessing and improving the accuracy of boundary layer transition predictions
based on correlations of wind tunnel data taken on both aerodynamically rough and

smooth orbiter surfaces. By comparing these two data bases, the relati'_e impor-

tance of tunnel free-stream noig_ and surface roughness on orbiter boundary layer

transition correlation parameters can be assessed. This assessment indicates that

accurate predications of transition timt_ can be made for the Orbiter at hyper-

sonic flight conditions by using roughness-dominated wind tunnel data. Specifi-

cally, times of transitlon onset and completion can be accurately predicted using
a correlation based on critical and effective values of a roughness Reynolds num-

ber previously derived from wind tunnel data.

INTRODUCTION

During the design, development, and construction of the Space Shuttle orbiter,
concerns regarding the sensitivity of the thermal protection system (TPS) design

to changes in heat transfer rates and loads caused by boundary layer transition

were paramount. These concerns were fueled by very preliminary studie sl which

showed that the weight ef the TPS changed by approximately 25Z, depending on which

of several "universal" transition prediction methodologies were used. Because at

this time only a limited aerothermodynamic data base existed for vehicles as com-

plex as the orbiter, the design, development, and construction processes for the
TPS _ommenced before ,tore specific correlations could be devdloped. In particular,

the ITS was sized using smooth surface transition predictions derived from orbiter

wind tunnel data and correlated with the popular transition parameter Ree/M. To

pre_ent premature roughness-induced transitiony smoothness constraints were placed
on the TPS based on t_e "effective" roughness concept developed by van Driest and

Blumer 2. Bowever, as the TPS was being fabricated, it became apparent that the

initial smoothness requirements (k = 0.017" to 0.04") could not be achieved with-

out expensive and lengthy'manufacturing and installation efforts. This prompted
the development of a more reflned aerothermodynamic data base with complementary

flow field analyses 3'4 resulting in more refined orbiter heating and boundary

layer transition prediction methodolog ies-5'6,7 Because the orbiter windward sur-
face is composed of a large number of TPS tiles, the transition criterion had to
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include the effects of distributed roughnessarising fromtile misaligzam_ntsand
gaps. The individual tiles and gapsare visible in the photographshc_n in Fig. I.

Although the developmentof thesemethodologiescouldnot alwayssargportthe
orbiter TPSdesign and construction schedule, the results werevery use_/--nlin pro-
viding more quantitative estimates of aerothermodynamic uncertainties 8 _ecessary to

support safety requirements for man-rated spacecraft operations. Furth_rmore, with

regard to Doundary layer transition, the analyses performed in Refs. 5. 6, and 7,

which better defined the sensitivity of orbiter boundary layer tramsiti_-rn to sur-

face roughness ceused by these YPS tile m-isalignments and gaps, allowed the strin-

gent surface smoothness requirements initially imposed on the orbiter _ be

relaxed. In so doing, excessive concerns regarding TPS tile azanufactu-_-m-_g and in-

stallation tolerances were also reduced, which contributed to an earli_ rollout

and flight schedule for the orbiter.

The transition methodology de_elop_d in Ref. 7, which was used extensively for

making preflight assessments of the effects of surface roughness on or___er bound-

ary layer transition, is based on a relatively straightforward extrapol__tion of

wind tunnel data correlations to flight conditions using local flow fieC_d parame-

ters. This methodology requires precise geometric and dynamic flow sim=lation,

which is a necessary condition for simulating both the magnitude and dis'zribution

of local fl_w field properties. Application to orbiter flight conditi_x_s was made

on the premise that uncertainties in boundary layer transition data fre,_ hypersonic

wind tunnels are always ccaservative; i.e., it is "well known" that bou_ary layer
transition on a wind tunnel model occurs at lower Reynolds numbers than 5__ flight

because of disturbances or noise within the tunnel free stream. _owev_, this

preadse is true only for aerodynaatically mooth bodies, or bodies with _-mughness

heights and/or other shock-layer-induced flow disturbances that do not _nate

the transition process. Studies (Refs. 2, 9, ond I0) aimed at defining *he com-

bined effects of roughness and free-stream disturbances for simple bodies with

localized roughness e!ements have been conducted for the subsonic and suzpersonic

flow regimes. Fewer studies have addres3ed the same issue for configurations as

complicated as _[,e orbiter while at hypersonic flow conditions and low _mlues of

Tw/T o and x;ith the &dditional co=plexity of having multiple sources of =-'low dis-

turba_ae_, _uch as distributed roughness "elements, wind tunnel free-streana noise,

and disturbances from the curved bow shock entropy gradient.

Wit_ the completion of the Space Transportation System (STS) test fili_hts, a

_ubs£antial aerothermodynamic data base has been compiled which provides Zhe oppor-

-u_l_y to evaluate the orbiter boundary layer transition prediction met_logy. To

:his end_ the primary purpose of thi_ paper is to provide additional information and

insight into the requirements for developing a reliable transition meth_zt3ology based

primarily on wind tunnel data because, in most cases, only wind tunnel dazta exist

on a given configuration at the't_me that critical design decisions need to be made

for the project. In addition, this paper will present transition data ___ the

first five flights of the orbiter in a form usable to the technical co*_L_aityj make

comparisons of these data with previously published wind tunnel data, shz_w compari-

sons of predicted transition times with flight data, and use the results =f these

comparisons to assess and improve the accuracy of the current 7 orbiter _ounddry

layer transition prediction methodology. Emphasis will be placed on re__=wing the
wind tunnel data in I_ .5 -he STE flight data in order to establish a zransition

prediction methodology . t_._ orbiter that will be less dependent on _fr_-_e-_stream

disturbances that exis_ :_ the wind tunnel. To accomplish this, the rel___ive impor-

tance of tunnel free-stream noise and surface roughness on boundary lay_ transition

distributions will be established from the data bases. In an effort to _resent the
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data as completely as possible, several common transition parameters were ._ed in

making the comparisons (Re_ L_ Rex, Re0/M, and Rek). Care was also taken to assure

that comparable ranges of f_ow conditions and vehicle attitudes were used. Because

most of the tran3ition parameters are defined using local flow conditions, results

will be limited to the orbiter windward centerline where flow conditions cazz be

accurately predicted based on correlations of the 3-D flow field results of _ef. _.

ORBITER FLIGHT TEST (OFT) PROGRAM

The OFT erogram, consisting of the first four STS flights, was designe_g to pr_-

vide information to certify the hardware for the orbiter subsystems and the method-

ologies use_ to design these subsystems. This was safely acc&_plished by planning

these flights to provide relatively benign conditions for the orbiter at fi_--mt, wi:h

each succea3ive flight progressively s_essing the orbiter subsystems closer to de-

sign level_. The fifth flight, -Ithough officially an operational flight, also pro-

vided data of a redundant nature that can also he used for certification pu=-poses.

Transition data from all five flights were utilized to fulfill the purpeses of this

paper.

Flight Instrumentation

For these developmental flights, an onboard instrumentation system, ref=-rred :o

as the development fllght instrumentation (DFI), provided the.d_ta necessary, for

certification studies. Although quite extensive, only the locations of the surface

thermocouples (thermocouples located within selected TPS tiles which were i_ con-

tact with the TPS coating) required for this study will be described. Addi_onal

information concerning the DFI instruments and locations can be found in Ref. I!.

Instrumentation used to define transition along the orbiter win@_ard centerT-'_e _-_

depicted in Fig. 2. Detailed locations of these instruments, along with orbiter

"body point" numbers and instrument identification numbers, are listed in Table I.

Because of various malfunctions with the DFI data recorder, entry data for

STS-I and STS-4 were obtained by telemetry for the portion of entry occurrin_ after

blackout. Approximately the first 1050 seconds of data were lost for these

flights. Despite these problems, the complete transition location history _ ob-

tained on STS-4 and roughly half of it was obtained in STS-I. Data were obt.mined

through the complete entries of STS-2, STS-3, and STS-5.

Surface Roughness

To estimate the effects of surface" roughness on transition, informatio, x _e-

fining the magnitude and distribution of roughness over the orbiter is necessary.

Referring again to Fig. I_ the qualitative features of roughness resulting frmm

the TPS tile misalignments and gaps are readily visible. The majority of the_e

tiles are 6" sq,.mre with gaps zanging fro_ 0.045" to 0.06". However, quanti_mtive

features of these roughnesses are difficult to obtain and as yet have not _een

dete_--mined. Nevertheless_ an estimate of the roughness was made for the pur_ses

of this paper. This estimate was _amcd on two sources _f data. First, tile mis-

aligmment heights were measured on vibro-acousic test panels used to simulate the

response of orbiter structural panels and TPS tiles to vibration and acot:stic loads

experienced during launch. Tile misalignment heights were measured before az_
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after the tests. The measurements formed an approximate Gaussiam distrJbutien,

with a mean vah'e of approximately 0.03". Maximum values for tbe_e meas=remeuts

were approximately 0.07".

Roughness estimates were also made using the distributions of allowable rouz1-

ness used by the workers who installed the TPS tiles on the orbiter. As indica-

ted in the Introduction, allowable roughness s_ecifications were initially very

stringent, but were eventually relaxed as sore information was =5talced on the

effects of roughness on ._ransition for the orbiter. Figure 3 illustrates the dis-

tribution of allowable roughness used to guide the initial installation of TPS

tiles, in addition to tile distribution used for the final 3hase _f tile installa-

tion that was occurring" at the time of orbiter rollout. The allowable roughness

specifications used in the latter phase also included a specifica:ion on gap wid-_

(k a = (k 2 + (w - O. 04_)2)=_). The effects of gaps were shown 12 to be somewhat l_s

effective than misalignment height.

These are maximum allowable roughness distributions do not imply that

all tiles were installed to these specifications. Because the tile installation

procedures and materials used for the orbiter and the vibro-acou_tic test models

were nearly identical, similar Caussian distributions of misalig_ment heights wo-_id

be expected for each phase of the installation process. Therefore, the mean values
can be estimated to be the average of the two ends ()_.the distribution function f.'r

each installation phase (the average of zero and ka, or ka/2). Because the perc_zt-

age of tiles installed during each phase was not readily available, and because of

the nature of this estimate, the mean values of the final phase _-ere used to prorlde

an initial estimate of the surface roughness. This estimated roughness distribu-

tion is also shown in Fig. 3. This averaged roughness distributi_ and the vibro-

acoustic model results were used as a guide in selecting roughness values to be

used in calculating trarrsition parameters that required roughness dimensions.

A significant, localized deviation to this roughness distri_tion occ,_rred _zr-

ing the flight of STS-I. During this flight, ascent debris caused a large gouge

(approximately 8" x _'; _ i,, _p) in the TPS surface on the tight forward landing

gear door. This location is just off the centerli_e near x = 0.5_I. The effect :f

this damage on the times of transition will be shown in a subsequent s,_,ction_

Orbiter Test Conditions

The free-stream entry conditions for the OFT program are depicted in Fig. 4

the dimensionless flow parameters Re_ L and M_. The range of these parameters u_-a_
for the wind tunnel test program is also shown for reference. Identification of

transition onset and completion is also indicated for each trajectory. Note that
the onset value for STS-I is not shown because of the DFI record_malfunction.

Also note that the location of transition onset is defined to be at the 99% length

station (i.e., x = 0.99L). The location of transition completion was arbitrarily

defined to be at x = 0.1L. This Iocation_was chosen because it essentially cover_

the complete orbiter centerline, and also because transition further forward oc-
curred well past hypersonic flow conditions and was well outside the range of the

wind tunnel data base. This occurred possibly because of the very favorable pres-

sure gradient that is present _long the foz-ward 15% of the orbiter centerllne. Pra--

dictions of the pressure distributions along the tenterline are presented in Refs.

3 and 4. This result suggests that the orbiter roughness in this region i_ not a_

effective a boundary layer trip as the same roughness located furti_er downstream.
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This observation is basically consistent with the r_sults presented by Morrisette _3,

who showed that roughness in this region had to be two to seven times as large es

roughness in low-pressurelgradient regions to be as effective at tripping the

boundary layer.

The important point shown in Fig. 4 is that transition occurs over most of the

centerline for a narrow range of relatively low free-stream Mach numbers. That is.

transition starts near Mach I0, and is essentially complete near Mach 7. These cc=-

ditions occur well past peak heating_ and therefore contribute very little to the

heat load experienced by the orbiter during entry. Also note that in terms of the_e

parameters, the wind tunnel conditions provided a reasonable test enviro_ment.

To help relate these parameters to enLry time. histories of free-stream Reyn_ils

numbers are shcwn in Fig. 5 for all five flights. The times and values of Ne_,L

for transition onset and completion are also depicted, along with the range of Re=.L

used in the wind tunnel test program. Beca_ @f planned trajectory dlfferences,

the times of transition onset and completion are observed to occur earlier with eaah

successive OFT flight, except for STS-I, which has the earliest transition onset.

This occurred because the TPS roughness on STS-I was much greater than the other

flights due to the previously discussed ascent debris damage. Note also that the

values of Re_, L at transition onset and completion are approximately the same for

each of the flights, with the exception of transition onset for STS-I. For opera-

tional purposes, this may be an adequate parameter for predicting transition, if

the trajectories and roughness remain about the same.

Additional i_formation regardin_ the entry trajectories is shown in Fig. 6,

where histories of orbiter amgle of attack are depicted along with the times of

transition onset and completion. Note that, for all cases, the angles of _ttack

for transition onset and completion are approximately 40 ° and 25 °, respectively.

Fcr this angle-of-attack range, the wind tunnel d_=a base indicated very little

effect of angle of attack alone on transition.

The times used in the previous two figures were measured from entry interface,

which is s_sumed to occur at approximately 4 x 105 feet altitude. For reference

p,,rposes, the Greenwich mean time (GMT) is listed in Table II aJong with the alti-

tude, velocity, and angle of attack for each OFT mission. This will be u_eful

when comparing these results to other interpretations of the flight data base.

DISCUSSION OF _RESULTS

Temperature histories of the TPB _urface, obtained from DFI surface thermo-

couples, were used to establish the times of boundary layer transition along the

orbiter centerline. Locations of the instruments are shown in Fig. 2. Transition

at a given instrument occurred when the temperature history deviated or jumped sig-

nificantly from an otherwise smooth behavior. Figure 7 depicts typical surface

temperature histories for instruments located along the ¢enterline at x = 0.1L,
x = 0.SL, and x = 0.9L for STS-3. Transition times a_e indicated by the arrows.

Examination of all the temperature hlstorles in this manner was used to establish

transition for all flights and instruments. Times of transition, along with all

free-stream conditions necessm_y to calculate transition parmmeters, are listed in

Table III for these flights and DFI instrument locations. Comparison of transition

parameters obtained from these data will be made with wind tunnel test results in
the next section.
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Comparisons of Flight and Wind Tunnel Data

By comparing transition data from flight and hypersonic wind tunnels az co_-

parable simulation conditions'and recognizing chat the major difference i= s_mu_a-

tion parameters at these conditions was the level of _ree-stream noise--differences

in transitlo_ results can be attributed to the presence of this free-stream noise.

The objective of these comparisons will be to identify regions on the orbiter where

these differences are at a minimum and use these results to improve the pre_±ctic=

methodology for the orbiter and to provide insight into the use of wind tun=uel da:a

for making similar predictions on other vehicles.

Free-Stream Conditions. The variations of the locations of transition with

Re_ L, calculated at the _me of transitio n for these locations, are illustrated
in Fig. 8. Also shown are the same parameters taken from the wind tunnel data base

which used smooth and rough _odels. The first thing to note from this comparison

is that the transition locations aft of x = 0.151. appear to be much more sensitive

to Re_, L for the flight data than the wind tunne_ In fact_ at flight, trar_.sition

moves forward to x = 0.15L at approximately a constant ReTz_olds number. However,

the Reynolds number at which this occurs varies somewhat from flight to flight.

The behavior of the STS-I data is an anomaly be_zuse of the additional surfa=e

roughness that occurred on this flight. However, these data do tend to follow the

Reynolds number dependence of the wir.d tunnel data, possibly because of th_ over-

lapping effects of noise and roughneJs in the wi_ tunnel data. Also, because the

very large localized roughness on S_S-I was off centerline, which may have caused

early nonsymmetrical transition about the centerline, agree_bent with any correla-
tion baaed on symmetrical data alone would be fortuitous. Insufficient data exist

off centerline to verify this hypothesis. Another point concerning these data is

that the wind tunnel and flight data are in relatively good agreement in the region

between x/L of 0.I to approximately 0.4. This s_ests that the effects of free-

stream noise may not be a significant factor in causing fruition in this region

becfuse of other disturbances coming from surface roughness and the shock layer en-

tropy gradient within the curved bow shock. Similar agreement will be shown for

the transition parameters based on local flow conditions in the next section.

Local Flow Conditions. Predictions of local flow field and boundary layer prop-

erties have been made for most of the DFI locations along the orbiter centerll for-
the STS missions. These predlctio_s were ba_ed oa correlations of numerical flow-

field solutions made for the orbiter windward surface for the design trajectory

using the methods developed in Ref. 3. Parameters relevant to correlating transi-
tion data have been predicted for thece instrument stations at times of transition

for each trajectory. These predictions are listed in Table rV.

Selected flow parameters (M, Rex, Reo/M , and Re k) from Table IV are graphically
illustrated in Fig. 9, along with these same par_ters obtained from the wi_a tun-

nel test program. Figure 9(a) shows distributions of the local Mach number aK the

times of transition for each centerline station. With rare exception, transition

values of local Math number, Mtr , obtained at 30 ° and 40 ° angle of attack at 1_ind

tunnel conditions e_nbrace the values of Mtr predicted at flight conditions. Basi-

cally, these results show that the w_nd tunnel tonsil=ions provided an excellemt sim_

ulation of local Mach numbers for the flight conditions associated with transition.

In addition, the values of Mtr at transition are relatively low (i.e._ Mtr _ 2.5).

In Fig. 9(b),distributions of local Reynolds numbers obtained from the flight

and wind tunnel transition results are presented. As expected, transition values

of the local Reymolds number, Rex, tr _ at flight conditions are almost always higher
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thanvalues from the wind tunnel at comparablecent_rline locations. Actually,

there is as much variation in the flighz data as the wind tunnel data, which sug-

gests that this parameter does not correlate the data very well. This is particu-

larly true when both wind tunnel and. flight data are considered. However, these
distributions do reveal that some sources of flow disturbances may be present for

the forward 40_ of the orbiter, because both sets of data show a significant reduc-

tion in values of Re x tr in this region. At flight conditions, these disturbances

could come from a _com_ination of shock layer gradients and surface roughness. In

the wind tunnel, free-stream noise can be added to these disturbances. However,

other factors may also be contributing this behavior a_d general lack of correla-

tion using Rex,tr. For example_ Rex,tr alone does not correlate the effects of the

boundary layer _radients or of surface roughness or temperature conditions, but

only the effects of edge conditions.

In attempts to account for these differences and" _th_r flow par=meters, inves-

tigators have developed a number of correlation parameters using various combina-

tions of edge and boundary layer factors. Because it accounts for boundary layer

properties as well as edge compressibility effects, Re0/M has evolved as one of the

more pop,,lar forms of transition-correlating parameters and was selected here to

represent this class of correlation parsmeter. Distributions of transition values

of th_s parameter, (Ree/M)tr, for both wind tunnel and flight conditions are pre-

sented in Fig. 9(c). Again, possibly because of a combination of shock layer and

surface roughness flow disturbances, significant reductions in the values of this

parameter occur for the forward 40% of .-_heorbiter at flight conditions. However,

by using (Re@/M)tr as a correlatio_ parameter, the wind tunnel and flight data
correlations are in better agreem_-t in this region, but remain significantly dif-

ferent in the downstream region.

Thus far, the correlation parameters considered have not included the very im-

portant effects of surface roughness or of temperature. Braslow 14 and others have

shown that the roughness Reynolds number, Rek--a Reynolds number based on roughness

height a_ boundary layer conditions at the top of the roughness--successfully cor-

relates transition data over a range of local Mach numbers from approximately 0 to

4. In defining Re k, values of surface roughnes_ and temperature have to be known.
For a given roughness, traesition was shown _,t, to be very sensitive to _ariations

in surface temperature in the wind tunnel test program. This occurred because by

cooling of the boundary layer, the density of the flow near the surface and at the

top of the roughness would increase accordingly. Va;ues of Re k increased in propor-

tion to the density. The effects of the changes in viscosity and velocity were less

significant.

In the section covering surface roughness, the average roughness distribution

was estimated to range from 0.03" to 0.I". To cover this range, transition values

of the roughness Reynolds number, Rek,tr, were calculated using three values of

roughness: 0.03", 0.06", and 0 i" Values of Re k tr for all three values of k,

calculated using the surface temperature at flight, are llsted in Table IV _or _.I±

the flight transition times• Values of Rek,tr at wind tunnel conditions were cal-

culated in Ref. 7 using the surface roughness and temperatur e conditions of the

wind tunnel models. Figure 9(d) presents" distributior_s of Rek,tr (using an average

value of k = 0.06") from the flight and wind tunnel data bases• As before, large

differenc_s in the flight and wind tunnel data bases exist downstream of the 40%

station, probably because of wind tunnel noise. _owever, agreement between these

t_o data bases has improved in the upstream region using the correlation parameter

Rek, tr , which accounts for not only edge and boundary layer conditions but also
accounts for qurface roughness and temperature conditions. This suggests that the
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effects of :he surface conditions are dominant in the upstream region, whi]e fur-

ther downstream, the effects of tunnel noise dominate the transition process in

wind tunnel tests. This further suggests that if transition dlstribu:ions ob-

tained from wind tunnel data were extrapolated to flight conditions, transition

predictions would be conse_-vative in the downstream region and reasonably reliable

in the upstream region. .This thought will be discussed i_ the next set:ion, _,ich

compares predicted transition times with flight data for the orbiter center!ina.

Transition Predictions

Using wind tunnel data alone, several transition prediction =etho_ologi_s were

develc_ped in Re fs. 5, 6, and 7. These methods all had one Lhing in cc_=_on: the

transition parameter (e.g., Xtr/L, Rex,tr,(Re@/M)tr) used for making predictions
of rouEhness-induced transition was correlated in terms of a departure from the

same parameter correlated using smooth body data alone'." i_is departur= wa_ f_c-

tionally related to a rou_nness parameter (e.g., _*/k or Re k) using the wind tun-

nel data. _or =_re details on these parameters and correlations, see _ef. 7.

The correlation judged best suited for making preflight predictio=-_ was blse_

on a departure of Re0/M from the _ooth-body transition values as a function of

Rek,x=0.1L. This was selected because the smooth body prediction =eth_olog_ was

a]read_ ba_ed on Res/M (see Fig. 9(c)). This correlation, reproduced from Ref. 7,

i_ sho_ in Fig. 10. The normalized or re]ative transition parameter _ is the

ratio of Re@/M at roughness-induced transition ¢orditions to Ree/M at _oth sur-

face conditions (i.e., _ = (Re_M)tr,R/(Re_/M)tr,_). The reference rou_less F_ync!ds

number Rek,x=O.IL is calculated at the 10% center:°ine station for :he =_nditions
of transition. Several factors were involved in selecting x = 0.iL a_ the re_er-

ence location for c_iculating the transition parameter accounting f_r ti_e effects

of surface roughness and temperature. Initially, the orbiter wa_ expe_ed t(_

have relatively uniform surface roughness, which suggested that any po:__= might

be adequate. Furthermore, at the time the correlation was developed, i= was rel_-

tively difficult to calculate Re k over the complete vehicle_ but R_ co-nld be cal-

culated relatively easily and accurately at x = 0.1L. However, the most important

factor was the observation that when surface rocg_ness and uomperacure effects did

cause transition to move forward, transition would move to this general area. In

addition, this location wa_ at the end of the favorable pressure gradi_-_t region

coming from the nose. Therefore, this locetiom, which had the largest _alues of

Re k for low-pressure-gradient areas, would better reflect the e_fe¢_ ef surface

roughness on transition for the rest of the vehicle, which also had very _ow pres-

sure gradients.

Also noted on Fig. I0 are the values of Re k x=O _L which cause tr_it[_n to
move forward at variou_ rates on the rbiter Surface roughness _d c_ling had

no measurable effects on transition location for value_ of Rek,x=O.IL le_s than

30. This i_ defi_ed as the incipient value of Rek,x=0.1L _ecause _t is the value

that causes _ to decrease _ust below unity. The effect of roughness and cooling

on _rans_tion is minimal until Re k x=0.1L reaches a value of II0, w_ich is cali_d

the critical value. "_bove the critical value, the relative transit:on _arameter
_¢creases rapidly (transition moves rapidly upstream toward the no_e) ,=til

Rek x=0 IL reaches a value of 180. This is the minimum value of Re>_,_=_.._ which
will _ove transition the furthest forward for the test conditions. Therefoce, 186

is defined as the effective value of Rek,x=O.iL _ because the roughness elements

are now serving as effective tripping devices.
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Preflight Predictions. _le correlation shown in Fig. I0 _erved as the basic

part of the preflight transition prediction methodslogy. The smooth surface transi-

tion correlation based on Re_/M, which is _how_ in Fig. 9(c), completes the _ethod-
_logy. To predict the locations of transition at flight_ a history of the valves

of R_,x=0.11 must be known for the traject_=ies. Such a history is sh_n in Fig.
ii for _he STS trajectories. A nominal rouglness value of 0.06" was used in calcu-

!atinB Re_ x-O IL- Th_s value of k seemed to be a reasonable estimate based on all

the conslderatlons given in the roughness section. The effects of selecting differ-

ent roughnes_ sizes on the predictions of transition were investigated in Ref. 7

frr the desig_ trajectory.

To predict the location of _ransition for a given trajectory at a particular

time, use Fig. Ii to deterzine the value of Rek,x=O.IL at this time, Wi=h this
value, enter Fig. I09 and obtain a value of the relative transi_o_ parameter _.

Knowing the smooth surface distribution of (ReG/M)tr _ (as given by the correlation

in Fig. 9(c)) an/ the value ef _, the new value of (_e6/M)tr,R that accounts for the

effects of roughness on transition at this lime can be calculated. W_th this value

and a calculated distribution of R_f/M for this particular time, the rouBhness-
induce_ transition location can be determined for this time. Histories of Re@/M

have to be calculated for each £rajectory. These calculations have been made for

the five STS trajectories, and the resulting predictions of transition times are

presen=e_ in Fig. 12 for -_he DFI locations given in Table IV. Predictions were not

made for all the stations because local flow models were not available for the miss-

ing stations. The predicted times of transition follow the trenda of the transi-

tion _arameters shown, io Figs. 8 and 9 in that the transition predictions based on

wind tunnel data alone were very conservative downstream of the 30% to 40% sta-

tions. The exception observed for SES-I in Fig. 12(a) occurs because _£ =he pre-

viously mentioned TPS damage, resulting in a relatively large localized roughness

just off cen=erline near the nose region. Predicted transition times forward of

the 30% to 40% stations are in very good agreement with the data. These resu!t_

are consiztent with the previous discussion concerning roughness and the effects of

free-stream disturbances on the tunnel data and resulting correlations. In addi-

tion, note that the predictions for x = 0.025L are very approximate because the

prediction correlation did not include wind tunnel transition data from .this very - _

high pressure-gradlent region.

Postili_ht Comments. .-here are several ways that the prediction meth_iology
can be _Bproved. The first step would be to remove the smooth-surface data from

the correlation parameter, because of its sensitivity to free-stream noise. Row-

ever, as previously noted, even a large part of the rough-surface wind tunnel data

in the downstream region seem_ to be sensitive to tunnel noise. To avoid this, one

could simply correlate the flight data and possibly use the wind tunnel data to sup-

plement the correlation. For example, for future operational flights_ loc_l values

of Re k that cause transition could be Fredicted by using the averages of the four

previous flights This methodology would be particularly useful if predictions of

the effects of significant changes in roughness distributions =re required. Also,

by using this approach, the equivalent roughness size for STS-I could be estimated

by trial and error. This may be .a good thing to do to support operational require-

ments. _owever, the primary objective of this paper is "to provide additional in-

formation and insight into the requirements for-developing a reliable transition

methodology based primarily on wind tunnel data . . .".

The very good agreement between the predicted and measured transition times in

the 10% to 20% cente;line region suggests that the wind tunnel simulations and cor-

relation of transition in this region must have been very good. This must have
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occurred be:ause surface roughness and shock layer disturbances dominated the tran-

sition process in this region at both wind tunnel and flight conditioms. This was

possible because of the relatively thin bo_n_ary later and highly cu_ed bow sho:k

near the forward part of the orbiter. Tni_ _ consistent with the discussion of

Fig. 9(d). The fac: that transition _oves rapidly to the location of the effective

roughness Reynolds number region, also in this region, is consistent vith the find-

ings of Ref. 7 shown in Fig. i0. One could conclude from this that transition

times in this region could be predicted with the effective roughness Reynolds num-
ber obtained from :he wind tunnel data.

This pred.;cticn of effective trattsition can be simply accomplished by enter-

ing Fig. 1.1 with the effeccive value of Re k x=O i_ (i.e._ 180) and extracting the

times of effective transiLion in the 10% to 20% regzon for each trajectory. The

resu!t_ of this operation are shown in Fig. 12. The agreement with flight data
is ve:'y good.

The fact that the flight transition moved forward so rapidly also suggests

that the transition process occurs similarly to the process observed in the wind

tunnel when the roughness Reynolds numbers were increasing from critical to effec-

tive values. Tne _nly difference between these tests was that for the wind t_nnei

test_ the locatlens of transition were already on the crbiter when Rek,x=0.1L
was critical, where_s for the flight tests tra_sitiop was not yet on the orbiter.

This occurred because tunnel noise and roughnes_ both affect transitiom in the

critical transition process, thus causing transition to be further forward at this

time in the :unnel. l_erefore, it could be possible to predict transi=ion onset

for the orbiter by using the cri_ica! value_of Rek,x=0.1L (i.e., i10_ just as was

@one using the effective value. These results are also indicated in Fig. 12. The

agreement with transition onset is excellent for all flights except STS-I, which

is as expected because of _he differences in the surface roughness.

No attempt has been made to establish a prediction of the distribution of tran-

sition times between the critical and effective points. However, considering how

quickly transition moves forward and the general uncertainties in the methodology,

connecting the two points ,:ith a straight line should provide adequate predictions
fo_ design purpose_.

CONCLUDING RE_MARKS

Surface temperature measurements from the windward centerline of the Shutmle

orbiter have been used to define the locations of boundary layer transition during "_

entry for the first five orbiter flights. Because the orbiter windward surface is

composed of a large _umber of thermal protection tiles, the transition data include _

the effects of distributed roughness arising from tile misalignment and gaps. These

data are used as a benchmark for assessing data from previous wind tunnel tests and

for improving the accuracy of boundary layer transition predictions based cn corre-

lations of wind tunnel data taken on both aerodynamic_l!y rQugh and smooth orbiter" _

models. Specifically, by comparing the data from these _wo enviror_men:s, the rel L #

ati-e importance of tunnel free-stream noise and of surface roughness cn orbiter

boundary layer transition predictions can be estimated. B_sed on these data, the _.
f_llowing conclusions are made.

I) Free-stream d_urbances dominate transition in the wind tunnel downstream

of x _ 0.4L. This =one _ :sion is based on the observation that at early flight
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times, transition locations based on wind =unnel data are si_aizicantl-: further

upstream than those actually measured during flight. This occurs because the Re'_n-

old5 number i3 relatively low, the bounder 7 layer is re!a_i"e!y thick _o that the

tile-rel_ted roughness is submerged, and the wall temperature ratio, T_,To, is low,
which is usually considered as stabillzi_g. Because the wind cunne! simulation of

local transition parameters was generally very good, "tunnel noise" is aDparent!y
a dominant factor in the transition process in the wind _unnel dcwnstrezm 3f _:_

40% station. Since there are no corresponding background d;_:_,rDances i'-_the

flight environment, transitien occurs later in flight rhsn c:e woulJ 3re!{cc u_?_
wind-tunnel-based correlations that use data from thi_ noise-d_mi_ated re_ion.

2) Surface roughness and, perhaps, shock laver disturbances dominate tran_i--
v

tion at both flight and wind tunnel conditions upstre,m of x = O.4L. _2is i_ ba_e_

on the fact that, at later flight times_ the transition !ocatio, s are i.: relatively

good agreement with the predictions based on w_Ld tunnel data. At tlh._:_ :imes, the

Reynolds numbers are relatively high so that the boundary !_yer is relazively thin

and, therefore, the tile-related roughness produces significant perturbations 1o

the flow. Furthermore, the surface temperature has increased and To has decreased,
so chat surface cooling is no loL:ger a_ stabilizing as it was. Thus, the transi-

tion process is probably dominated by surface-roughness-i:_duced pezturbations ard

entropy gradient disturbances associated with the curved bow shock wave. Because

the..misaligned tiles _re now serving as effective boundary laver, trips, _unnel

nomse does not significantly influence the transition locations. Therefore, the

measured locations of transition at flight are in relat:_ely good zgree=ent wi[h
wind-tun_e i-based predictions.

3) Times of transition onset and completion at h)_ .... flight cond:ti_ns

correspond to tines when the reference roughness Reyn_l;u number, Rek,x= 0.1L,
reaches, respectively, its critical and effective value._. _:e_e values_ 'Waich are

II0 and 180, respectively, were established fro_ previous wind tunnel dare analy-
ses. This relationship can be used as a relat[,:ely simple improvement _ the'cut-

rent transition prediction methodology. This is possible because these :ransi:ion

values are surface roughness dominated and, therefore, are relatively izsensitive
to the effects of wind tunnel _oise.

k

L

H

Re k

Re_

Re _, L

EYMBOLS

height of the misaligned tiles

orbiter axial length, 107.75 ft

Mach number

Reynolds number based on uonditio_- at the top of the misaligned tile

Reynolds numbe= based on local f _9erties and tln=_m=_e:,tu-
thickness .

Reynol4s number based on free-stream flow properties and r.[_eerbiter
length

temperature
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x

9

width of tile gaps

axial coordinate

angle of attack

displacement thickness

momentum thickness

relative transition location defined in Fig. I0

Subscripts:

o evaluated at the stagnation conditions

tr evaluated at the transition lecation

w evaluated at the wall

evaluated at the free-stream conditions
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TABLEI.- IDENTIFICATIONANDLOCATIONOF FLIGHT

THERMOCOUPLES USED FOR SPECIFYING THE TIMES

OF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

Instrument Body x X, a y

identification point L in. in.

numb er nunnber

V09T9341 1020 0.0257 268.0 +1.2

V07T9452 II00 0.099 361.7 -4_9

V07T9462 1140 0.141 416.5 0.0

V07T9463 !160 0.164 446.2 -3.9

V07T9464 1200 0.196 486.5 -6.6

V09T9381 1250 0.257 565.0 -4.2

V09T9421 1300 0.288 604.7 -8.4

V07T9468 1300 0.299 618.9 0.0

V07T9471 !400 0.404 754.7 0.0

VC9T9521 1500 0.501 878.9 -12.8

V0"T9478 1600 0.598 1003.8 0.0

V07T9481 1700 0.695 1128.0 0.0

V07T9487 1800 0.801 1265.0 0.0

V07T9489 1900 0.900 1391.5 0.0

V09T9751 1950 " 0.952 1458.2 0.0

V07T9492 1990 0.993 1511.1 +1.3

ax = x + 235.

TABLE II .- MISSION TIMES USED TO DEFINE ENTRY

INTERFACE FOR EACH FLIGHT, ALONG WITI{

SELECTED TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS

Mission Alt, V_: a, Mission time

number ft ft/se¢ deg (GMT).

sec

STS-I 399840 24555.8 41.22 9049750

STS-2 400141 24516.9 41.09 27550239

STS-3 400102 24451.5 40.97 7745683

STS-4 400049 24439.6 40.97 16040426.6

STS-5 400200 24398.0 40.83 27698594.9
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TABLE !II.- FREE-STREf_M CONDITIONS AT TIMES OF BOUNDARY LAY_ TR--'_NSITION

ALONG THE ORBITER WINDWARD PITCH PLANE

*¢___ra Time, Air, V,,, s, T,., P-b _105 , K. Le,.. L

L sec k-It ft/sec deg _K --ibf slugs

fC2 fc3

STS-I

3.025 1716 33.8 722 7.8 39/, 548.5 81.16 0.74 2 _'.,.-

0.! 1357 121.1 _2 23.6 440 9.646 1.279 5.26 ?._*- ,"2

o. "._. '320 131.3 6239 26.4 447 6.242 0.81 _.02 l_t.

_.16 1272 144.3 7377 30.5 463 3.683 0.4634 6.99 _.0.'8

0.20 1272 1,%4.3 7377 30.5 463 3.683 0.4634 6.9% 10--8

_.:% 123; 154 9 &f.65 " 34.3 480 2.448 0.297& 7.89 ".'2

_.3 '2_0 !5_.4 5783 33.7 480 2.306 0.2800 8.17 "._3

3.t '139 IVI.5 11279 38.6 _ 1.278 0.1605 I0. _,8 -'.--9

_.5 1136 172.2 11374 38.7 464 1.249 O. 1566 10.77 _.-_I

0.6 <1052 184.7 14_79 39.5 455 0.7535 0.096_ 13.56 _.57
3.7

0.$ No _.atm prior to I052 sec.

3.99

STS-2

0.D25 17 lO 41. 837 5.3 -'2'80 39_. 2 60.11 O.&S 18e-5

0.1 1340 129.9 6479 25.6 439 5.912 0.7853 6.31 !_._

O.!& 1319 135.0 5962 27.8 449 4. 790 0.62 6.7 13.u5

0.16 1279 145.9 7952 31.9 466 3.093 0.39 7.51 9.=_.3

0.2 1289 143.4 7704 30.8 459 3.414 0.4341 7.34 10._3

0.."5 1268 146.3 8235 33. 474 2.809 0.3_._ 7.72 0..._

0.3 1262 149.3 8396 33.4 474 2.702 0.3319 7.86 8-_£2.

0._ 1261 149.5 8474 33.5 474 2.687 0.3305 7.9 8._

0.5 1249 150.5 8758 33.2 474 2.585 0.317_ 8.21 8._-_

C.6 1240 !51.5 9014 33.1 475 2.488 0-3055 8.U_. 0._2

0.7 1233 152.8 9214 33.2 476 2.36_ 0.2893 8.62 8.--"_

o.a 1232 153. 9242 33.2 476 2._,5 O. 2869 8.6& 8. _7

0.9 1232 153. 9242 33.3 476 2.3_$ 0.2869 8.61 8.17

O.q9 !200 I60. 10112 36.6 472 1.795 0.2215 _.59 7._

STS-3

0.02_ 1630 39.1 772 5.1 "-,84 423.2 64, 33 0.8 182.

0.1 1252 131.4 6386 26.6 447 6.032 0.7973 6.17 16.'_

0.11 1183 149.2 8100 32.7 480 2.95Q 0.3591 7.W_ 8.3_

0.;6 1183 149.2 81_) 32.7 480 2.959 0.3591 7.54 8._2

0.: 1183 149.2 8100 32.7 480 2.959 0.3591 7.54 8._

G._ liq3 149.2 6100 32.7 480 2.959 0.3591 7,54 8._i

0.3 1183 149.2 810_ 32.7 480 2.959 0.3591 7.54 8._1

0.t 1183 169.2 810_ 32.7 ,%80 2.959 0.3591 7._. 8._=

0.5 1183 149.2 8100 32.7 480 2.959 0.3591 7.54 8._U

0t6 1148 153.9 908& 33.5 &82 2.473 0.2990 8.44 8.129

0.7 1120 159.4 99;1 36.0 ,%82 2.006 O. 2424 9.21 7..W_

0.8 1107 162.6 10329 37.5 480 1.772 0.2152 9.62 6._

0.9 1106 162.9 10362 37.5 480 1.755 O. 2132 9.85 6..'T.

0.9_ 1182 168.7 I113_ 38.7 474 1.A02 0.1723 10.43 5.7,u.

STS,-_

0.025 1524 43.8 _0 5.6 382 345.2 52.7 0.92 171._

0.1 1178 129. 6510 24.9 6_ 7.309 0.9381 o.23 19._:_

0.14 1152 135.8 7201 27.1 _1 5.538 0.6994 6.84 15._C3

0.1_ 1131 142.7 7805 29.2 422 ,221 0.3207 7.33 12. _,'"

0.2 1028 17&. 7 11028 &0.4 &78 1. 218 O. 1486 10.3 5.0_

0.Y 1028 174.7 ll0"m 40.4 476 1.218 0.1486 10.3 5._.

0.3 1028 174.7 11028 40.4 478 1.218 0.14d16 10.3 5._

O.h 1028 174.7 11018 4b.4 478 1.218 0.148_ 10.3 5.2J..

0.5 1028 174.7 11028 /,,dO.4 478 1.218 0.14.8_ 10.3 $._-

0.6 102_ 174.7 1_0711 AO.4 478 1.218 0.14J_ 10.3 5-_,.

0.7 1027 175.2 11058 _.4 477 L.194 0.14_ 10.33 h.9_

0 • 1029 176.1 I099_ 40.3 479 1.242 0.1_, 10.26 5.I_

0.9 102_ 174.7 110211 40.4 4?8 1.216 0.1486 10.3 5.01_

0.99 1029 174.1 1099_ 4,3,3 479 1.242 O. 1514 10.:6 5. :_

STS-5

0.025 1607 41.3 839 6.9 391 373.9 55.82 0.87 169.7

0.1 1215 135.8 6893 27.9 442 5.224 0.6895 6.69 IS.Y_._

O.lh 1140 1._." 84181 35.1 457 2.418 0.3085 8.48 8.,"_

_.16 1140 154.5 _8,81 35.1 457 2.418 0.3085 8.&8 8., _-

0.2 11#,0 t_S_. 5 8881 35.1 457 2.418 0.3085 8.48 8.7"_

0.."_ 11:5 157.9 9328 36.7 458 2.108 0.2684 8.9_ 7.9=

0.3 1125 157.9 9328 36.7 458 2.108 O. 26_, _.90 7. _.,

0.4 I125 157.9 932_ _6.7 458 2.108 0.1684 8.9_ 7._ c"

C.5 1125 157.9 932_ 36.7 4_ 2.10_ 0.268_ 8.90 7. _

0.6 !_22 158.5 9406 37.0 437 2.057 0.2625 8.98 7._"

0.7 1122 !58.5 9406 37.0 457 2.C57 0.2625 8.98 7._T

0.8 1:22 153.5 9406 37.0 457 2.057 0.2625 8.96 7._T

0.9 II18 159.8 9563 37.5 455 1.955 0.2506 9.15 7.67

0.99 1120 159.1 _ 37.3 4_6 2.006 0.2565 9.06 7.7":

aI=u_crule_Ut sC z " 0.29L anJ 0.95I. have bee.u o_[l:_ed becmase of :eduadency ,.,-,..4 &sut q_tl_.c 7.

ORIG(NAL pAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY',
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TABLE IV.- LOCAL FLOW CONDITIONS AT TIMES OF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION .-'_LONG

ORBITER WINDWARD PITCH PLANE

Xtr a Time, M Re x Re..__@ T w, T.u Rek"

L sec xl c-6 H oR T o _ (in.) -
0.03 0.06 3.I

STS-I

0.025 1716 0.67 _.93 991 849 1.94 4145 9019 15100

0.I 1357 2.13 1.96 247 1264 0.478 155 494 1129

0.2 1272 2.03 1.56 218 1869 0.447 63 189 404

0.:6 1231 1.84 1.37 208 1403 0.287 49 142 192

O._ 1139 2.O1 1.73 217 i615 0.163 39 108 214

0.5 1136 2.01 2.14 240 1597 0.258 37 10& 206

0.6 <I_2 2.20 2.27 239 !517 0.183 31 82 163

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.99

No da_a p£ior to 1052 sec.

5T8-2

0.025 1710 0.8 4.45 819 630 l.&4 3572 8112

9.1 134b 2.06 1.26 205 1540 0.443 iii 336 734

0.2 1289 2.05 1.48 211 1421 0.322 62 182 387

0.26 1268 1.94 1.63 217 1410 0.296 59 163 339

0.4 1261 2.05 2.69 274 1414 0.289 53 158 331

0.5 1249 2.11- 3.37 300 1421 0.28 52 153 321

0.6 1240 2.15 3.91 321 1346 0.257 49 147 307

0.7 1233 2.15 4.44 338 1321 0.248 46 138 289

0.8 1232 2.15 5.04 362 1346 0.252 45 134 282

0.9 1232 2.31 4.95 342 1309 0.245 34 104 222

0.99 1200 2.29 3.7 293 1086 0.189 24 73 154

13_50

' STS-3

0.025 1630 0.74 4.35 881 850 1.96 3468 7909 13320

0.i 1252 2.0 1.24 208 1400 0.411 117 337 733

0.2 1183 1.89 1.19 199 1460 0.313 55 159 331

0.26 I183 1.92 1.6 221 1390 0.298 57 167 348

0.4 1183 2.04 2._4 269 1434 0. 306 56 167 353

0.5 1183 2.04 3.55 316 1379 0.294 53 159 337

0.6 1148 2.10 3.84 319 1355 0.257 50 147 307

0.7 1120 2.02 3.81 _21 1472 0.262 45 131 268

0.8 1107 1.99 4.04 334 1414 0.245 42 121 247

0.9 1106 2.13 3.81 310 1397 0.241 31 93 192

0.99 1082 2.24 3.26 278 1036 0.170 23 67 138

STS-4

0.025 1524 O.83' 4.I 748 866 1.94 3222 7445 12560

0.I 1178 2.10 1.52 221 1501 0.427 137 413 902

0.2 1028 1.57 0.6 155 1826 0.311 32 86 168

0.26 I028 1.62 0.81 169 1635 0.277 35 92 179

0.4 1028 1.82 1.49 213 1746 0.293 36 98 193

0.5 1028 1.82 1.86 237 1578 0.265 35 99 188

0.6 1028 1.82 2.29 259 1511 0.253 34 94 186

0.7 1027 1.82 2.56 277 1472 0.246 32 91 181

0.8 1029 1.82 3.01 303 i_70 0.247 32 92 185

0.9 1028 1.97 2.9 292 146b 0.245 25 73 149

0.99 1029 2.08 2.85 271 1406 0._36 21 61 126

STY-5

0.025 1607 0.78 3.74 776 822 1.96 3216 7319 11320

0.1 1215 1.94 1.13 201 1471 0.387 108 317 674

0-2 1140 1.81 1.02 194 1578 0.311 53 151 30_

0.26 I125 1.76 1.22 203 1530 0.290 52 144 287
0.4 1125 1.92 2.23 256 1482 0.278 52 1_ 302

0.5 1125 1.92 2.76 2R5 1481 0.278 50 144 295

0.6 1127 I. 90 3.24 311 1395 0.260 47 138 284

0.7 I122 1.90 3.77 335 1321 0.247 46 135 =79

0.8 1122 1.90 4.34 360 1395 0.260 45 133 . 275

0.9 II18 2.02 4.04 334 1347 0.2_9 34 102 213

0.99 I!20 2.15 4.07 322 1134 0.211 27 83 177
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Figure i.- Photograph of Columbia (OV-102) windward surface showing the

TPS til_s and resulting distributed roughness caused by tile

gaps and mlsallgn_=ents.

• L

Figure 2.- Locations of surface temperature measurements along orbiter wlnd_a_r=
centerline. See Table I for deLai!ed locations and instrument n__-_s.
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